
Desk stand with 10W wireless charging
SKU: TEWIRDESKQI10W

Attach your QI compatible smartphone to this accessory for fast wireless recharging

FAST AND EFFICIENT WIRELESS CHARGING

This 10W Wireless desktop charging stand  lets you recharge your smartphone by simply resting it on it.  For wireless
recharging, you only need to connect the charging stand to an energy source with the included USB-C cable.

When connected to a Quick Charge power supply, this accessory delivers 10W power. It can fully recharge an Apple,
Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei or other smartphone in 60 minutes.*

SAFE AND CERTIFIED RECHARGING

Wireless charging is designed for QI-compatible devices as certified by the Wireless Power Consortium. QI is a worldwide
standard for chargers that safely and wirelessly recharge mobile devices.

This 10W Wireless desktop charging stand features ADS (Automatic Detection System) technology  that recognises the power
your smartphone needs. So, it's ideal for devices with either 5W or 7.5W power, such as compatible wireless-charging iPhones.
This avoids overheating that could damage your device. Your phone battery will be recharge in a highly secure way, improving its
lifetime.

COMFORTABLE AND FUNCTIONAL

This wireless charger is perfect for daily use and  in any environment. Whether it's in the living room, kitchen or office, its
compact and modern design affords wide adaptability. The stand function allows you to use this accessory for seeing photos and
video tutorials on your phone or comfortably participating in video calls. At the same time, it keeps the device charged.



*Charging times are approximate and depend on the battery of the device being charged.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:

recharges compatible smartphones wirelessly by delivering power up to 10W
fully recharges a smartphone in 60 minutes.
prevents overheating and short circuits
adjusts the charging power. Adapts to devices that require 5W or 7.5W
certified compatibility with QI protocol
stand function that keeps the smartphone in an upright position

WHAT'S INCLUDED:

wireless charging base
power cable for base
instruction manual



Desk stand with 10W wireless charging
SKU: TEWIRDESKQI10W

Technical data
Input current: Quick Charge 5VDC 3A/9VDC 2A/12VDC 1.5A (Type-C)  
Transmission distance: Up to 5mm  
Suited for: Smartphones with QI Technology  
Technology: ADS (Automatic Detection System), QI technology, Wireless Charge
 
Charging type: Fast  
Other features: Stand function  
Power connector: Type-C  
Wireless Output: 10W  
Included accessories: 1 USB-C power cable  
EAN: 8018417318719  
SKU: TEWIRDESKQI10W  
Maximum output power: 10 WATT  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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